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	Belarusian Diplomatic Missions

	All Missions
	Belarus' Foreign Ministry


	Asia
Africa
America
Europe
Representations in international organizations


	Azerbaijan - Baku (Embassy)
Armenia - Yerevan (Embassy)
Vietnam - Hanoi (Embassy)
Georgia - Tbilisi (Embassy)
Israel - Tel Aviv (Embassy)
India - New Delhi (Embassy)
Indonesia - Jakarta (Embassy)
Iran - Tehran (Embassy)
Kazakhstan - Astana (Embassy)
Qatar - Doha (Embassy)
China - Guangzhou (Consulate General)
China - Beijing (Embassy)
China - Shanghai (Consulate General)
South Korea - Seoul (Embassy)
Kyrgyzstan - Bishkek (Embassy)
Mongolia - Ulaanbaatar (Embassy)
United Arab Emirates - Abu Dhabi (Embassy)
Pakistan - Islamabad	(Embassy)
Syria - Damascus (Embassy)
Tajikistan - Dushanbe (Embassy)
Turkmenistan - Ashgabat (Embassy)
Turkey - Ankara (Embassy)
Turkey - Istanbul (Consulate General)
Uzbekistan - Tashkent (Embassy)
Japan - Tokio (Embassy)


	Austria - Vienna (Embassy)
Belgium - Brussels (Embassy)
Bulgaria - Sofia (Embassy)
United Kingdom - London (Embassy)
Hungary - Budapest (Embassy)
Germany - Berlin (Embassy)
Germany - Munich (Consulate General)
Spain - Madrid (Embassy)
Italy - Rome (Embassy)
Latvia - Daugavpils (Consulate General)
Latvia - Riga (Embassy)
Lithuania - Vilnius (Embassy)
Moldova - Chisinau (Embassy)
Netherlands - The Hague (Embassy)
Poland - Bialystok (Consulate General)
Poland - Biala Podlaska (Консульство)
Poland - Warsaw (Embassy)
Russia - Yekaterinburg (Division)
Russia - Kazan (Division)
Russia - Kaliningrad (Division)
Russia - Krasnoyarsk (Division)
Russia - Moscow (Embassy)
Russia - Nizhny Novgorod (Division)
Russia - Novosibirsk (Division)
Russia - Rostov-on-Don (Division)
Russia - Saint Petersburg (Division)
Russia - Smolensk (Division)
Russia - Ufa (Division)
Russia - Vladivostok (Division)
Romania - Bucharest (Embassy)
Serbia - Belgrade (Embassy)
Slovakia - Bratislava (Embassy)
Ukraine - Kiev (Embassy)
Finland - Helsinki (Embassy)
France - Paris (Embassy)
Czech Republic - Prague (Embassy)
Switzerland - Bern (Embassy)
Sweden - Stockholm (Embassy)
Estonia - Tallin (Embassy)


	Argentina - Buenos Aires (Embassy)
Brazil - Brasilia (Embassy)
Venezuela - Caracas (Embassy)
Cuba - Havana (Embassy)
USA - Washington (Embassy)
Colombia - Bogota (Embassy)


	Egypt - Cairo (Embassy)
Kenya - Nairobi (Embassy)
Nigeria - Abuja (Embassy)
South Africa - Pretoria (Embassy)


    ЕвроСоюз, НАТО (Брюссель)
ОБСЕ, Международные организации (Вена)
ООН (Нью-Йорк)
ООН, Международные организации (Женева)
Совет Европы (Страсбург)
ЮНЕСКО (Париж)
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                    All Contacts
                

                
				
					    
	                        Phone / Fax
	                        
	                           Phone: +44 0 207 937 3288Fax: +44 0 207 938 5985	                        

	                    
						
						
	                        Address
	                        6 Kensington Court, London W8 5DL	                        

	                    
						
						
	                        E-mail
	                        
	                           uk.london@mfa.gov.byuk.consul@mfa.gov.by	                        
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